Curriculum Overview for Oaks Years 1 and 2 Spring 2019
Reading

Writing

Apply phonic knowledge and skills to
Know how to spell common exception
decode words .Phase 3 and 4
words
ed, er, est, ing, Y2 common exception
Apply simple spelling rules
words, ee, oy, qua, or, ar, zh, igh, ur, k, Write from memory simple sentences
a-e, e-e, u-e, ue, ew
dictated by the teacher that include words
Develop pleasure in reading, motivation taught so far.
to read, vocabulary and understanding. Handwriting:
Understand both the books that they can Revise and practise correct letter formation.
already read accurately and fluently
Teach joined style as soon as letters are
and those that they listen to.
secure formed with the correct orientation
Discuss books, poems and other works that Use both familiar and new punctuation.
are read aloud and independently,
Develop sentence construction.
taking turns and listening to others’
Develop a range of punctuation
opinions.
Noun phrases, adjectival clauses
Explain and discuss understanding of
Conjunctions – and, but, which, when, if
books, poems and other material, both
those read aloud and those read
independently

Talk about space, planets
Drama and poetry
Use the correct mathematical
vocabulary
Use scientific vocabulary

Mathematics
Number/Calculation

Geometry & Measures

add/subtract simple sums of less
than £1 or in pounds

numbers

Art & Design.

Spoken Language

Fractions

Generate ideas and talk to others about these. Develop
their ideas. Communicate their ideas using a variety of
methods including drawing. Think about the
characteristics of materials. Record from first hand
observation and explore ideas, asking and answering
questions to develop their ideas.

Design & Technology
Learn about processes used in craft & design. Use
simple finishing techniques to improve
appearance of product. Understand about the
working characteristics
of different materials
. Design artefacts.

Understand equivalence of e.g.
2/4 = 1/2
Fractions of shapes

to 100)

pictograms

surfaces
bols

questions
objects

multiplication
Number bonds to 10

totalling



movement

Science
To develop investigative skills of prediction.
To recognise that pushes are examples of forces.

SCIENCE
To describe and compare a range of light sources.

History
Understand main aspects behind important historical
events.
Recognise why people did things, why events happened and
what happened as a result.
Identify differences between ways of life at different
times.
Geography
Express own views about people, places and environments
and ask geographical questions Recognise how places

Computing
Year 1
E-safety
Writing sentences and editing
Year 2
T-shirt design and printing
E-safety

Music

Use symbols to represent sounds
Make connections between notations and musical sounds
Perform simple patterns and accompaniments keeping a steady pulse

Sing/clap a pulse increasing or decreasing in tempo
Perform
Traditional English songs
Choral speaking opportunities
Sing and follow a melody

Sing accurately at a given pitch
Listen out for particular things when listening to music
Order sounds to create a beginning, middle and end




Data
-d & 3-d shapes
-d shapes on 3-d








Create music in response to different starting points

HISTORY
Listen to an account and be able to answer relevant
questions.
Place events relating to space travel in chronological
order.
Use common words/phrases related to the passing of
time.
 Recognise why people sent animals into space
and what happened as a result. 4b Ask & answer
questions from the past

compare with other places. Study localities overseas that
To offer simple explanations as to why some light sources contrast with those nearby

To recognise that when things slow down there is a cause are brighter than other. To make comparisons between
To learn about the different planets in our solar system events. To recognise technological developments that help
and the some of their features – geology, weather etc
us. To learn about how astronauts eat in space., explore
and describe the way some materials can be changed
To know that darkness is the absence of light
To recognise that light comes from a variety of sources To know that the further from a light/heat source the
darker/colder it gets.

Physical

Education

Master basic movement, e.g. running, jumping,
throwing, catching, balance, agility and co-ordination
m dances using simple movement

Religious Education
Retell and suggest meanings to some religious and moral
stories, exploring and discussing sacred writings and sources
of wisdom and recognising the traditions
Pupils retell two different stories about Jesus considering what they
mean. They compare the stories and think about what Christians today
could learn from the stories
Linking to English, pupils respond to stories from Hindu,
Muslim or Jewish sources by identifying the values which
different characters in the stories showed, and recognising
the religions from which the stories come

.

